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ABSTRACT 

Problem solving ability in mathematics is perhaps one of the most difficult abilities for 

students to develop. It takes practice and many students are easily frustrated when they don’t 

see a solution to a problem right away. The most important thing for any problem solver to 

remember is to think critically, not giving up easily and trying other approaches. Problem 

solving ability plays an important role in the subject of mathematics. In mathematics all the 

exercises are based on problem solving ability, without this ability nobody can perform well 

in mathematics. Students without conceptual knowledge of the subject matter will find it 

difficult to solve problem. Both problem solving skills of an individual and learning of 

contents are interrelated with each other. The present study was conducted on 600 secondary 

school children from Mahabubnagar district of Telangana State. The result reveals that there 

was a significant difference in problem solving ability in mathematics among secondary 

school children with respect to parent’s educational qualification. 
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roblem solving in mathematics is a complex process which requires an individual who 

is engaged in a mathematical task to coordinate and manage domain-specific and 

domain-general pieces of knowledge. It is generally believed that mathematics is a 

difficult subject, but any student of average intelligence can learn this subject. It is also 

assumed that its learning requires special ability and intelligence, and therefore, most of the 

students try to avoid the trouble of studying this subject thinking that they are not competent 

enough to learn mathematics. But students can acquire problem solving ability by 

developing positive attitude towards mathematics. 

 

Problem solving is a skill everyone uses throughout life. Good problem solvers know the 

anatomy of a problem. They know that a problem contains facts, a question and a setting. 

Problem solvers are extremely perseverant when solving problems. Problem solving skills 
promote learning. Moreover, these skills are considered as one of the essential conditions for 

learning. Problem solving does not mean just solving a problem. It requires long time and 
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patience. Problem solving has been regarded as a form of complex learning. In a problem 

situation, we do not have a readymade response to overcome the obstacles and reach the 

goal. We have to organize and adapt our perceptual, cognitive, verbal and motor responses 

to arrive at the correct response which will solve the problem. It is generally assumed that 

the problem solving ability comes late with intelligence. So, we can say, the more intelligent 

a man, the more is his problem solving ability. Mathematics is the only subject in the school 

curriculum in which testing is done wholly by making pupils solves problems. The primary 

goal of teaching and learning mathematics is to develop the ability to solve a wide variety of 

complex mathematics. Problem solving in mathematics can be described as ‘thinking and 

working mathematically’.  

 

The mathematical problem solving ability also has two major components. 

• Understanding problems 

• Problem solving skills 

 

a) Understanding problems: Understanding problems is the basic component of 

mathematical problem solving ability. In mathematics students usually have word problems. 

They have problem in understanding mathematical problems. For the solution of this type of 

problems, read the problem several times so that you really get what’s going on with the 

problem. 

b)  Problem solving skills:  Problem solving skills is based on reasoning ability. Problem 

solving skills make a person able to compute the problems. In social problems we have 

many solutions to a problem but in mathematical problems we have only one solution to a 

problem. So, mathematical problem solving skills are very specific. Different individuals 

may show different strengths and weaknesses in these major components of mathematical 

problem solving ability. Problem solving also has been used to motivate students sparking 

their interest in a specific mathematical topic by providing a contextual (real-world) example 

of its use. 

 

Objectives of the Study 

• To find the problem solving ability in mathematics among secondary school children 

with respect to father educational level. 

• To find the problem solving ability in mathematics among secondary school children 

with respect to mother educational level. 

 

Hypothesis of the Study 

• Hypothesis 1: There is no significant difference in the problem solving ability in 

mathematics among secondary school children with respect to father educational 

level. 

• Hypothesis 2: There is no significant difference in the problem solving ability in 

mathematics among secondary school children with respect to mother educational 

level. 

 

Sample of the Study 

The totals of 20 schools were selected for the study. Random Sampling Technique was used 

to select schools. 10 Secondary schools from Government and 10 Secondary schools from 

private management were selected. The total students from Government schools in urban 
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area were 150 and from rural area were 150. The total students from Private schools in urban 

area were 150 and from rural area were 150. Thus, the total sample for the study was 600. 

 

Tools for data collection  

Problem Solving Ability in Mathematics (2018) by Roma Ralhan. This scale consists 26 

Items. This study was conducted by using quantitative methods of data gathering by the 

researcher through field visit to the described mandals in Mahabubnagar district of 

Telangana State.  

 

Procedure for Scoring 

Problem Solving Ability in Mathematics can be scored manually. For every right answer 

one mark is to be given and zero mark should be assigned for every wrong answer.  

 

Reliability & Validity 

The reliability coefficient was calculated by using Product Moment method correlation. The 

correlation was found to be 0.82 which was significant at 0.01 level of significance. 

For the present test content and concurrent validity was established. 

 

Analysis and Interpretation 

Hypothesis 1: There exists no significant difference in the problem solving ability in 

mathematics among secondary school children with respect to father education level. 

To test the above hypothesis t-test was employed on the sample. 

 

Table 1: Showing problem solving ability father education level wise 

Problem  

Solving  

Ability 

Gender N Mean SD F Sig. Df 

Illiterate  101 86.55 15.18 

3.081 .05* 595 

Below Metric 126 81.12 14.41 

Metric 234 83.84 13.41 

Graduation 88 89.33 13.88 

PG & above 51 92.36 10.01 

Total 600 86.64 13.32 

 

The above table discusses the problem solving ability of students with respect to their father 

education level. From the above table, out of the total of 600 student’s fathers, 101 were 

illiterate, 126 were below metric, 234 were metric, 88 were graduates and 51 were having 

post graduation and above educational qualification. The mean score obtained for students 

fathers who were illiterate was 86.55, below metric was 81.12, metric level was 83.84, 

graduates was 89.33 and post graduates and above was 92.36. The obtained F value 3.081 

with a df 595 was found to be statistically significant at .05 level of significance.  

 

Hence the hypothesis 1, which states that ‘There exists no significant difference in problem 

solving ability in mathematics among secondary school children with respect to father 

educational level’, is rejected.  

 

Therefore, it can be concluded that majority of the sample was clear in accepting the 

significant difference in problem solving ability in mathematics with respect to father 

educational level.  
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Hypothesis 2: There exists no significant difference in the problem solving ability in 

mathematics among secondary school children with respect to mother education level. 

 

Table 2: Showing problem solving ability mother education level wise 

Problem  

Solving  

Ability 

Gender N Mean SD F Sig. Df 

Illiterate  154 82.35 11.18 

2.022 .85 595 

Below Metric 201 84.02 15.31 

Metric 148 93.42 13.24 

Graduation 66 89.77 15.87 

PG & above 31 96.46 16.45 

Total 600 89.20 14.41 

 

The above table discusses the problem solving ability of students with respect to their 

mother education level. From the above table, out of the total of 600 student’s mother, 154 

were illiterate, 201 were below metric, 148 were with metric, 66 were graduates and 31 were 

having post graduation and above educational qualification. The mean score obtained for 

students mothers who were illiterate was 82.35, below metric was 84.02, metric level was 

93.42, graduates was 89.77 and post graduates and above was 96.46. The obtained F value 

2.022 with a df 595 was found to be statistically not significant.  

 

Hence the hypothesis 2, which states that ‘There exists no significant difference in problem 

solving ability in mathematics among secondary school children with respect to mother 

educational level’, is accepted.  

 

Therefore, it can be concluded that majority of the sample was clear in not accepting the 

significant difference in problem solving ability in mathematics with respect to mother 

educational level.  

 

Findings 

• There was a significant difference in problem solving ability in mathematics among 

secondary school children with respect to father educational level.  

• There was no significant difference in problem solving ability in mathematics among 

secondary school children with respect to mother educational level.  

 

CONCLUSION 

Problem solving in mathematics is a fruitful exercise for the development of one’s mental 

faculties as the process of problem solving involves the scientific method of thinking and 

reasoning. A thorough understanding of mathematical concepts is essential for solving 

problems in mathematics. A student having good problem solving ability, will be able to 

properly adjust in the class as well as at home. Secondary school stage is the most 

appropriate stage to develop their problem solving ability about mathematics problems. At 

secondary school stage, students integrate many concepts and skills that they have learnt into 

a problem-solving ability. Mathematical modeling, data analysis and interpretation taught at 

this stage can consolidate a high level of mathematical knowledge. The result of the present 

study reveals that there was a significant difference in problem solving ability in 

mathematics with respect to father educational qualification.  
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